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Community Archaeology in the Clwydian
Hill Range
The Clwydian Range Archaeology
Group (CRAG) has completed another productive excavation season
on Moel Arthur. This 456m-high hill
lies on the border of Flintshire and
Denbighshire, forming part of the
Clwydian hill range, and is crowned
by a hillfort of probable Iron Age
date. As in previous years, the
group has continued to investigate
the upland plateau area lying just to
the north of the hillfort. The previous
CRAG digs have indicated human
activity in this upland area spanning
thousands of years; flints are associated with the Mesolithic period
onwards, and a structure thought to
be a burnt mound has been dated
to the early Bronze Age.

-channel. These unusual tools are
made from limestone and appear to
have been used as pecking tools –
the range of sizes and shapes suggest this was an extensive prehistoric tool-kit!

The Clwydian Range Archaeology
Group is a group of volunteers who
aim to share their knowledge, skills
and enthusiasm for local archaeology with the wider community. The
group was fortunate this year to receive Heritage Lottery funding
which has enabled Ian Brooks of
Engineering Archaeological
Services Ltd to act as Site Director
and to provide training for a team of
site supervisors. It is intended this
training will allow the group to conThis year’s excavation concentrated tinue further archaeological exploraon an area immediately adjacent to tion of the Moel Arthur area in comthe burnt mound feature that was
ing seasons. A geophysical survey,
found in 2013. The main feature
carried out by EAS Ltd and CRAG
revealed by the 17m x 7m trench
in 2014, has revealed several
was a central palaeo-channel interesting anomalies which warrant
possibly the location of the ancient further investigation.
river bed which would have supplied
the water for activities taking place An excavation report for the 2017
season is forthcoming and an
at the burnt mound site. A large
exhibition will take place at Loggerquantity of stone tools (a selection
illustrated below) were found during heads Country Park in early 2018.
the excavation, and particularly ex- Thanks are due to the excavation
citing was an unusual collection
volunteers, CRAG steering commitfound in association with the palaeo
tee, Ian Brooks, Fiona
Gale and Denbighshire
Countryside Services.
CRAG welcomes new
members; for further
information contact the
group secretary, Hilary
Lidbury at
h.lidbury@yahoo.co.uk
Wendy Whitby
CRAG

‘Waving the Flag’ for Archaeology during the Summer
The Society took part in two public
events during the summer of 2017.

we now consider that it looked like,
and how it was reused and
ultimately largely demolished. Peter
During the Chester Heritage Festival explained its contrasting uses, from
of 20–25 July Peter Carrington led a place of (to our minds) bloodthirsty
number of tours around the
entertainment and execution to the
amphitheatre and Roman Gardens. probable reuse of the east entrance
Participants learnt about the
as an early medieval church – a
discovery and initial exploration of
forerunner of St John’s?
the amphitheatre in the 1930s, the
large-scale excavation of the 1960s, ‘Fascinating to learn how the
and the most recent excavations
archaeologists’ understanding
from 2000 to 2006. They heard
of Roman Chester and particabout the successive advances in
ularly the Amphitheatre is still
our understanding of the building:
evolving.’
when it was built and rebuilt, what

mosaic by the entrance gave an
opportunity to talk about regional
styles of decoration and types of
agriculture, while the re-erected
columns and replica hypocaust
further on focussed attention on the
fortress baths and their architecture.
We look forward to suggestions for
tours for next summer …

Catherine Mechan and Peter
Carrington also ran a stall for the
Society at Chester Castle on the
weekend of 29 and 30 July to mark
the national Festival of Archaeology.
Sadly the Sunday afternoon was
[comment by participant literally a washout, but the Saturday
in tour]
was a great success. We enjoyed
long discussions with lots of visitors,
The tours then crossed
who were very interested in our
Souters Lane to the Rolecture programme and helped to
man Gardens to learn
deplete our stock of old journals.
about their establishAgain we need to consider how to
ment as the city’s contribuild on this success next year.
bution to the Festival of
Britain in 1951 under
Peter Carrington
the guidance of Graham
Photo courtesy of Elizabeth Preedy of
Webster, the creator of the Civic Trust
the post-war Grosvenor
Museum. The Civic
Trust’s ‘Four Seasons’

Good News about Chester Monuments
Maintaining and enhancing
Chester’s historic monuments and
their setting is a never-ending task.
However, if all goes well we can
look forward to three significant
achievements.

‘pocket park’ between George
Street and the canal. Apart from
enhancing a currently overgrown
area, this would go a long way to
completing the ‘green ring’ around
Chester’s City Walls and would
open up superb views of them –
Repairs to the Watergate should be especially the well preserved
complete in the next couple of
Roman section just east of the
months. This work started simply
Northgate, which otherwise can be
with the balustrade but later
quite difficult to see. A drop-in public
expanded to far more fundamental consultation on 24 October revealed
repairs. We look forward to seeing a pleasing, low-key scheme.
the hoarding removed so that
However, the scheme has yet to be
people can once again appreciate
finalised and no starting date for the
the elegance of this late eighteenth- work has been revealed.
century gateway. Cheshire West
and Cheshire Council have
The final site is St Olave’s church.
produced a video of the work, which Although the present structure is
you can watch at https://
relatively recent, its historical assowww.youtube.com/watch?
ciations with the Norwegian King
v=zEvvhL9L6MM. The follow-up
Olaf place it at the heart of
video on the Eastgate repairs in
Chester’s ‘Viking Quarter’ (see the
2015 is even better and shows the
article by Prof Steve Harding on
variety of skills involved in the work. Gamul Terrace in JCAS vol 86). It is
sad, therefore, that the building has
been rendered inaccessible and
There has been discussion for
unsightly for over ten years.
about a year about restoring the
Schemes to consolidate the

retaining wall from behind have
been hampered by the presence of
burials in the forecourt of the
church. However, a planning
application has now been submitted
to Cheshire West and Cheshire
Council to support the wall by the
simple and non-intrusive expedient
of constructing external, steelreinforced buttresses.
We hope that financial constraints
allow this work to go ahead soon
and that it will be possible to find an
appropriate public use for this
building. You can read more about
the history of the church (and the
house of Richard the Engineer,
which lay to the south) and the repair scheme on the Cheshire West
and Chester planning website
at https://
pa.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/
online-applications/
applicationDetails.do?
activeTab=externalDocuments&keyVal=OY
QK5DTEHC500.
Peter Carrington

Chester Castle

contemporary arts space. The
society has campaigned for a better
museum for many years and it is
hoped that the greater exposure of
the castle to the public will increase
interest in the potential of the site.
Any future development is some
years off, but it is expected that
there will be a public consultation in
the near future.

An estimated 25,000 people visited
Chester Castle during the six and a
half weeks that the site was open
this summer. When visitors on the
Pokemon and Pride “events” weekends are included, the number
increases to 38,000 - clear proof of
the high level of public interest in the
The castle site (inner bailey) is
history and heritage of Chester.
owned by English Heritage (the oldCAS supported the venture with a
est parts, such as the walls and the
stand on the weekend of 29/30th
Agricola Tower) and Crown Estates
July, which attracted a lot of interest. (the ex-military buildings of Napier,
Colvyn and the gun sheds, plus the
The Cheshire West and Chester
grounds between the castle and the
(CWAC) Council’s heritage,
city walls). CWAC own the castle
museums and visual arts strategy
square car park and access (outer
recognised that the castle was a
bailey). It was therefore difficult to
significant heritage asset and should get agreement to open the castle,
be considered as a potential new
but with the help of the local MP
site for a museum and
Chris Matheson, who led the

CAS members and guests enjoyed
a varied programme of visits in
2017.

July, and an on-site talk and comprehensive tour of the Poulton
Research Project in August led by
Dr Kevin Cootes. Our grateful
thanks to all three for giving of their
time and expertise.

There was a personalised tour of
Norton Priory Museum in April led
by Lynn Smith, a walkround tour of
the Shotwick Castle site led by Dr
Peter Carrington on a fine day in

In 2018 we have outline plans to
visit the site of Aldford Castle with
Dr Rachel Swallow; a visit to the
Clwyd Range Archaeology Group
live dig at the prehistoric Moel

Society Excursions

negotiations, agreement was
reached. It was particularly pleasing
that Crown Estates gave permission
for a new access path direct from
the city walls to the Sally Port
entrance. 57% of visitors came into
the castle via this new route.
Thanks to English Heritage, Crown
Estates and CWAC for the
investments they made in order to
make the site safe to open and to
CWAC for making the project such a
great success. At a review meeting
in September English Heritage
stated that they were pleased with
the results and were prepared to
make further investments so that
more of the castle could be made
accessible to the public in future.
Niall MacFadyen

Arthur site in August; and in
September a visit to the Oswestry
Castle Research Project live dig at
the 13th-century castle mound.
Further information and dates, when
available, of these visits will be
placed on the Excursions page of
CAS website, where photographs of
the past 2017 visits can currently be
found.
Alice Bray
drawn to it. This
engagement is
essential if we want
to continue to build support for the
preservation and value of the past.
Pokémon GO is still a big draw in
Chester with both local and not-solocal visitors and groups playing the
game; arguably these people spend
more time in our historic environment than many of us and as such
are important custodians and defenders of it. Pokémon GO Trainers
may not look like the stereotype of a
heritage buff, but the playing of the
game certainly drew large groups of
people to Chester many of whom
learnt something, plan to come back
and above all had an enjoyable
time!

Chester leads the way in engagement with the past
Chester in Summer 2017 saw the
global premier of a new type of
heritage festival, the Pokémon GO
Big Heritage Festival. For the uninitiated Pokémon GO is a hugely popular smart phone game where players
interact with the game and the
environment around them to catch
Pokémon (literally pocket monsters)
and undertake various individual or
collaborative challenges.

the world around them. This meant
that when Dean Paton M.D. of
Chester-based Big Heritage CIC
wrote to John to suggest a collaboration, out of the hundreds of emails
John receives everyday he responded to this one. The result of this
partnership was a free-to-attend
event in Chester based on the
game, supplemented with real world
heritage trails and reenactors. Over
the two days of the festival it drew
The game itself is actively played
over16,000 players of the game and
globally by 75m people. The backtheir friends and family to the city,
ground technology is firmly based
with hotels within a 30 mile radius
on Google maps and the GPS
being fully booked. Evaluation after
technology within it, which is hardly the event has shown that over 50%
surprising when you know that
of attendees had not visited Chester
Niantic who created the game
before, and over 80% registered that Emma Stringfellow
(amongst other games, including a
they had learnt something new
Big Heritage
Harry Potter game to be released
about the history and heritage of
next year) is a joint venture between Chester.
Google and Nintendo Japan.
This event showcased one of the
The next most important fact about many new ways that technology can
Niantic is that its CEO John Hanke
be used to encourage engagement
is passionate about maps, history
with the historic environment within
and getting his own kids exploring
groups who might not otherwise feel

This fragment, which was found by
a local metal detectorist (recorded
with the Portable Antiquities
the top of a two-piece clay mould
Scheme as LVPL-0C459C), may
when the molten metal has filled the indicate that Bronze Age metalworkobject-shaped void below. As they
ing was taking place in the parish of
represent re-usable metal, they
Saighton where it was discovered.
were often retained and regularly
However it may have also been
turn up in base metal hoards of the transported from elsewhere with the
period. The majority of casting jets
intention of melting it down for reonly have two runners but this
use.
example with four runners can be
associated with a particular type of Four further fragments of bronze
metalwork were also discovered
socketed axe.
within the same field. However it is
South Wales types of socketed ax- unclear whether or not these are
es use a four runner technolo- associated. Copper alloy/bronze
gy during production, resulting casting waste of medieval and postin four-runners (or spikes) pro- medieval date is frequently found
jecting from the object. Exam- and often waste is difficult to date
ples of South Wales types of
due to its lack of form. These fragsocketed axes can be found in ments of casting waste have been
several Bronze Age hoards
recorded as LVPL-0C7724.
such as the hoard from RhonVanessa Oakden
dda recorded on
www.finds.org.uk as NMGWFinds Liaison Officer
1C435C. South Wales socket- Portable Antiquities Scheme
ed axes are late Bronze Age in
date (c. 950-750 BC).

Bronze Age Casting Waste
This copper alloy object doesn’t
look like much but it sheds a little
light on the Bronze Age in Cheshire.
It is a casting jet for a socketed axe
dating to the late Bronze Age.
The object is circular in plan and
sub-conical. Four circular-sectioned
runners project from the body of the
object. The upper surface is dished
with a rough surface and the object
has a mid-green patina. Casting jets
are waste products which form at

There is a considerable body of
unseen information in the
Cheshire Record Office relating
to Chester Hydraulic Engineering Company which sent dockside
equipment around the world.

Industrial Archaeology
Research Project

Although AIA held a conference on
Cheshire and published a gazetteer
of sites, Chester’s important contribution to the history of Engineering I am hoping to build up a team to
work on these records. Part of the
was not recognised.
problem is that Chester Hydraulic

Ridge: Rocks and Springs Project Book
A fully illustrated 130-page A5 book
on the results of the Ridge: Rocks
and Springs Project (2014-17) has
been produced with support from the
Heritage Lottery Fund.
While stocks last, the book is free
and can be obtained, on request,
from the Sandstone Ridge Trust

Our Journal Online

was the supplier and not the user of
this equipment.
Any member interested in this topic
should contact me so that I can
arrange a meeting to give a full
explanation of the project.
Roy Coppack
roy.coppack2@btinternet.com
in learning more about the Ridge
and the future work of the Trust.

We are currently assessing our
priorities for future projects among
which there should be opportunities
for the involvement of archaeological
http://www.sandstoneridge.org.uk
volunteers. Any suggestions or
offers of help would be very much
A roadshow display, talks and walks appreciated.
can also be provided by the Trust for
any groups that would be interested Peter Winn
Sandstone Ridge Trust
at infosrtrust@gmail.com . A pdf of
the book and all our other publications is accessible at:

years to digitise all back issues.
Happily this work is now complete
Our journal is a major source of inand, all being well, early in the new
formation on the history and archae- year they will be accessible free
ology of Chester and Cheshire.
online via the Archaeology Data SerHowever, its age (it was first pubvice, based at the University of York.
lished in 1857) faces us with the
To maintain the value of membercontradictory problems, on the one
ship, the three most recent volumes
hand, of having to accommodate
will only be available in print or via
spare copies of back issues and, on the Members’ section of our website.
the other, of many libraries not having complete sets of the journal. Like Because it has been going for so
other local societies we have there- long, the journal is now valuable not
only as a record of historical refore been working for a number of

search, it also provides valuable
insights into the evolution of thought,
past debates on conservation and
architectural design, and it offers a
window into local society 100–150
years ago.
We will let you know when the digitised versions are actually available,
so that you can dip in and explore it
for yourselves.
Peter Carrington

